The MSc SCALE program trains young managers who want to acquire specialised and in-depth skills in Supply Chain and Lean Management to be able to manage projects, value-creation and change in a performance-driven business or research environment from a global and international perspective.

**SKILLS ACQUIRED**

The MSc SCALE is designed to enable students to acquire the following competences:

- High-level technical and management skills necessary for the management of supply chains, logistics and lean operations in the manufacturing or service industries
- Advanced training in operations research and decision-making techniques applied to supply chain management
- In-depth knowledge of industrial systems operations management, production, transport and logistics in various business sectors
- Ability to manage complex projects in an international environment
- Opportunity to put theory in practice
- Opportunity to learn French and acquire some French culture

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

- Supply chain manager
- Supply chain planner
- Lean / continuous improvement manager
- Project manager

- **Aeronautics / Automotive sector**
- **Cosmetics / Pharmacy / Food industry**
- **Retail sector**
- **Service industry**

**Preparation for 4 international certificates in supply chain management.**

**DURATION:** 18 months including a semester-internship  
**MODE:** Full time on IMT Mines Albi and TBS campus  
**LOCATIONS:** Toulouse, + few lectures in Albi, France  
**TUITION FEES:** 18 000 €  
**APPLICATION DEADLINE:** June
SYLLABUS

The program is composed of 9 course units that include the preparation for 4 professional certificates: APICS’s CPIM Part 1, PMI’s CAPM, AGILEA’s Yellow Belt, and DDI’s DDP. These 9 course units are organised and delivered in three semesters as shown in the following table.